Just a Little, Caught in the Middle!
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“Middle age is when you're sitting at home on a Saturday night and the telephone rings and you hope it isn't for you.” - Ogden Nash

Many things in the world are neither here nor there, not outside, but not inside, not in the sky, not on the ground either. With this quiz, we honor the things that are situated squarely in THE MIDDLE.

*Note: This Boni is worth up to 15 points. If you use the Internet it is worth up to 5 points. Please indicate whether you used the internet on your answer sheet!*

**I. Middle Pokemon**

Based on the evolutionary tree of each Pokemon species, identify the name of the middle evolution.

1) ![Middle Pokemon](image1)

2) ![Middle Pokemon](image2)

3) ![Middle Pokemon](image3)
II. MIDDLEMEN

Match the financial firm with its current logo. Are we falling to rampant consumerism? Probably. But we'll talk after the contest.
III. MIDDLE EARTH

Match the Lord of the Rings image to its name (could be a person or location, should be obvious which one is which). YOU SHALL NOT PASS if you don't get these.

31)

32)

33)
IV. MIDDLE-OF-THE-ROAD-POLITICIAN

Based on images, identify the names and titles of government or political figures or during the time Bill Clinton was President

51) [Image]

52) [Image]